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*Strengths: (Where do we excel?)

The Spirit of Joshua. I have taken a peek into the promised land and it is full of giant beautiful 
things. It is a land flowing with milk and honey and I am excited. There is a new culture of men, that 
are about to ascend on the prayer line. 

Trust. We have several experts in varying fields, there is a powerful trust in the information being 
both conveyed and received. Experts are drawn to this environment and are sharing freely. 

Connections. I am encouraged by the genuine relationships, that exist on the call outside of the 
confines of the Prayerline. There is a real camaraderie and a real brotherhood, that exists beyond 
the call. 

*Weakness: (Where are we struggling?)

Follow Up. Many brothers have expressed feeling isolated and have chosen to leave the call. They 
desire to be reached out to, in some way, to have a personalized experience with the brothers in 
PWG. 

Toxic Behaviors. In the past few weeks there have been a number of incidences with old and new 
brothers to the call, that have been expressed widely as toxic and offensive. 

Limited Sharing. We overcome by the blood and the words of our testimony. There are only a few 
voices, that feel comfortable enough to share. This could be for many reasons, people are working, 
busy or do not feel comfortable, which is concerning. 

*Opportunities: (Where is the growth potential?)

Uber Conference / Dial Pad. The current plan with DialPad is limited to 100 people maximum. This 
may not be sustainable going forward. There is an executive plan available, but that cost is unknown 
without a direct inquiry. 

Race Reconciliation. In the most recent history of the PWG, we have never experienced more than 
two non black brothers on the call, at any given point. The new outreach spearheaded by ET himself 
is racially inclusive and PWG must reflect that. 



XYZ Generations. The dynamics of the call are changing and we must be all things to all men, that 
we might win some. We have three generations currently involved on the call, generation X, the 
millennials and soon a lot more generation Z. Each generation has its own challenges, its own 
callings and its own language. 

*Threats: (What are some future pitfalls?)

Harvest. There are a multitude of new brothers coming, I/we need more order, structure and 
resources. It could be a Saturday call, pm call, youth call, intercessory prayer, bible study, 
orientation, etc. 

The Old Way. The former version of the prayerline, that was based on debate, soliloquy (waxing 
deep) and very intense disagreements is going to jeopardize, the new version of PWG, which is 
necessary for this next cohort of men coming.

Pent up Rage. There are a number of brothers who are on edge, based on the past. It could be 
financial, family or a faith frustration, but some are at the end of their rope and the remedies may be 
drastic.
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Areas of Attention:

360 MAN CON planning team
Projected Budget 
Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer Team
Outreach/Follow Up Team
Leadership Training 
Financial Literacy
Elders Counsel 

Young/Single Men Group
Bereavement / BDay Acknowledgment
Personal Debt
Credit Restoration
Estate planning
Marriage Mentorship



Post Divorce Care
Entrepreneur Mentoring
Small Biz Development
Heath & Wellness
Intellectual Property Protection
Identity & Authenticity
Mental Performance
Authors Workshop
Parenting Workshop
Podcasting Workshop
Accountability Mastermind
House Buying
Car Buying


